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“It is in the character of growth that 
we should learn from both pleasant 
and unpleasant experiences.” 

Nelson Mandela



Objective of Presentation
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The objective of this presentation is to provide an overview of the 

Annual Report of SEI1 for the financial year ended 30 June 2020.
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AGM Agenda
§ Introduction

§ Strategy Roadmap

§ AFS Highlights

§ Conclusion

§ Questions
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1. Introduction

• A tough macro-economic environment
• persistently low GDP growth in South 

Africa;
• fiscal challenges coupled with rising 

government indebtedness;
• policy uncertainty;
• increasing cost and scarcity of financial 

resources; and
• challenging regulatory environment.

The South African 
Landscape

• The reality of the pandemic and the 
consequent lockdowns imposed to 
combat the spread of COVID-19 have 
been devastating:
• GDP decline between 5% – 7% due to 

limited economic activity;
• 2.2 million Job losses due to closure of 

services and other industries deemed 
non-essential: and

• Increase in South African budget 
deficit to fund economic recovery.

The Pandemic • The arrival of the Covid-19 pandemic led 
to volatile markets particularly in the 
first quarter of 2020

• this led to the portfolio to experience a 
short-term misalignment in its long-term 
strategic asset allocation.

• The asset allocation by the end of Q2 
2020 had realigned closer to the pre-
quarter one 2020 levels, as markets 
rebounded.

• The asset allocation by the end of Q2 
2020 had realigned closer to the pre-
quarter one 2020 levels, as markets 
rebounded.

The Portfolio
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2. Strategy: 30 June 2020 Financial Year

Strategy

• Strategy Session 
in to outline 
vision and 
mission.

• Development of 
organisational 
balanced score 
card. 

• Identification of 
key 
organisational 
values.

Governance

• Compliant 
Board and sub-
committees.

• Appointment of 
additional 
independent 
Director.

• Restructure of 
staff plan.

• Appointment of 
new MD.

Compliance

• Implementation 
of OTC trading 
platform with 
Singular 
Systems.

• Compliance 
with CIPC 
requirements 
on annual 
reports.

• Continued 
engagement 
with CIPC on 
legal cases.

Investment 
Strategy

• Implementation 
of unlisted 
investment 
strategy.

• Incorporation of 
subsidiary 
companies for 
unlisted 
investments

• Dividend 
declaration.

• Establishing 
inhouse 
investment 
capabilities.
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3. AFS Highlights – Governance 

Audit & Risk 
Committee

• Clean audit opinion with emphasis on going concern mitigated by 
unlisted investment strategy

• Internal controls and risk mitigation plans in place to manage risk 
identified in the risk register

Social & Ethics 
Committee

• Stakeholder plan in place to ensure stakeholder engagement in 
place with shareholders, regulators, government, suppliers and 
employees of SEI1

• Management team embarked on a Covid-19 CSI project to provide 
water tanks in Kliptown in May 2020 

• Engagement with CIPC ongoing for legal cases
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3. AFS Highlights – Governance 

Remuneration & 
Nominations 
Committee

• Detailed HR policies and plan developed
• Company Balanced Score Card aligned to operational model and staffing requirements

Investment 
Committee

• Steady pipeline of unlisted investments for acquisition identified in agrculturei, financial 
services, manufacturing and services sectors

• Two unlisted equity investments concluded post year end in manufacturing (Ara 
Indigenous) and financial services (Zama Finance).

• Semi listed BEE Shares (Phutuma Nathi, Sasol Khanyisa and MTN Zakhele Futhi) continue 
to fluctuate based on market performance largely influenced by macroeconomic factors. 
There was a fair value loss in the current year for these shares.
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3. AFS Highlights – Income Statement

§ Revenue Comprises dividends and 
interest from the investment 
portfolio together with fair value 
adjustments that are non-cash in 
nature. There was a profit on sale 
of shares in the rebalancing 
exercise in 2019 that resulted in an 
overall higher revenue figure as 
compared to 2020.

§ Expenses increased from FY19 to 
FY20 largely due to the following:
§ Business model restructure 

costs.
§ OTC platform costs for share 

tradability.
§ Legal costs for case with CIPC
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3. AFS Highlights – Balance Sheet

§ Total Assets have remained fairly 
stable although there was a slight 
decrease in 2020 due to the 
following:
§ Rebalances listed investment 

portfolio.
§ Decline in listed equity process 

due to macroeconomic factors.
§ Withdrawals from portfolio for 

operations.
§ Liabilities mainly consist of 

deferred tax (due to fair value 
adjustments) and normal income 
tax due to SARS.

§ Equity value dependent on the 
overall assets vs liabilities ratio.
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3. AFS Highlights – Listed Investment Portfolio

Risks to the portfolio continued to be mitigated throughout the year, as duration risk was reduced. A three-stage approach
which consists of (1) switching away on a value enhancing basis to inflation linked securities as they added value on a real
basis (2) increasing holdings on a yield pickup basis, (3) lowering exposure to high duration fixed rate exposure securities, was
maintained.
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3. AFS Highlights – Listed Portfolio Universe



Conclusion
Despite the challenging times in

which the global and local economy

finds itself, the board and

management of SEI1 continue to grow

from strength to strength, to build a

strong foundation upon which a

sustainable business can be built that

will result in a long-standing positive

impact for all stakeholders.



QUESTIONS?


